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Optical Excitations From a Flux phase
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we calculate the optical. conductivity o (<o) of a model "flux phase," i.e., a condensed many-
fermion state on a two-dimensional lattice characterized bynonvanishing orbital currenis
of the underlying fermions. tn addition to a Drude-like iernr, it is found that there is a
temperature (T) independent broad band absorption corresponding to vertical interband
excitations near a point Fermi surface. Scattering of the quasi-panicle e.xcitations by
acoustic phonons leads to a resistivity that is proportional to i. even as T.0.

A number of recent theoretical studies have been suggesting that a novel form
of quantum dynamics can occgr in the ground state bJ a sirongly correlated
fermion system on a two dimensional (2D) laftice. The discussions oflrLferences l-Z
have examined the possibility of the stabilization of a "flux phase," namelv. a
condensed many body state characterized by nonvanishing orbiial crurents of ine
underlyi-ng fermi_ons. These phases are c6ndensed "spii liquid" states, which
nonetheless exhibit ordering bf a superlattice of orbital cu'rrents around the
elementary plaquettes of the underlyin! Bravais lattice. A number of*oriJis trive
s.uggested that states. of this form provide an appropriate description of the
dynamics of a resonating-valence-bonld lnvn; state irear ine hatf fiiled'bina *a,-iti
a recent communication,T one of us noted that a simple construction for a class oi
Gutzwiller-qroje.clg{ singlet spin liquid states naturally leads to states of thlt 6rm
for general band filling in the-ZD prbblem.

. . A.-unique feature common to all (or nearly all) of the treatments of these
orbitally ordered fluxphases is the appe-arance of -singular points in k-space fo. tne
quasipartiqle dispersion relations. fh-e Fermi surfacJfor the effective'fermions of
the theories of references 1-7 are shrunk to a pair of fermi points, and locallv
exhibit the dispersion relation of a massleSs Dirac conir. The resuttinl
quasiparticle dispersion relation and spectral density exhibit the form expected foi
a protoq/pical two .dimensional semimetal, with a spectral densitv vanishine
linearly in E near the effective Fermi energy. In the thebrv of referenie z- aoJii"S
off of the half filled band the single particle excitatioris around this cori,i are
charged excitations and can be exciGd riptically. In this paper we pursue ttrii iaei
and. investigate the te-mperature and freqirency dependeniebr tne iesulting oDtictl
excitation spectrum for such a system. The dxcithtion sDectum that we 6Utiin is
unusual and quite interesting, consisting of a low frequehcv intraband oart. and a
hicher. frequency interband conEibution. The first of thesd may be reg:arded as a
sbonglytemperature dependent free.particle absorptiorl roughly analoigous io the
Drude absorption expected for a simple metal, ahd resultJ from the" thermallv
excited free carrier density around the.bffective Fermi energy. The second piece iia relatively structureless, teniperatire independent bioad band exiitation
spectmm -resulting. from vertical interband ixcitations near the point Fermi
surfaces. We also fin{ th.at scattering of the, quasi-particle excitations by acoustic
phonons leads to a resisitivity that is froportiohal tri temperature (T), eveir iJ i.-0.--

- We carry out calculations on the simplest flux phase model exhibiting the ooint
fermi surfaces. In this model the ord-ering of ihe orbital currents a-round the
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elementary plaquettes of a square lattice assumes the form of a lZ x t/z
superlattice. In this _case, the fermions move in an effective vector potential A
which generates one-half of a flux quantum (0J of circulation in each- plaquette.
there being one fermion per two lattice points. We will assume that in thil absence
of A the spinless fermion kinetic energy is specified by a nearest.neighbor tisht
binding Hamiltonian with.hopping integral t. In the piesence of A" the hoppi-ng
lntegrat rs modlllect accorcllng to

where i and t are neighboring lattice points.
A can be conveniently neated by alternating
those along the x-a:(is. {n this arrangement
successive rows has to be staggered by one
describing our problem is therefore

FI=-t

fi{= Eu(of,on -p; $n)

df A)
/

For the present problem the effect of
the sfgn of t 4long rows of atoms, say
the phase of the sign alternation of
bond distance, a. The Hamiltonian

Lt 
e,J

I fJ
=t'",P(rznrlQ").|,

5*1 ft -b +bb J J+t J-E Jj
+b )+o J-{t

(1)

{3}

where a',, a, and b',, b, are fermion opefators which create or destroy fermions at
"a" artd "b" s'ites, respectively. An a-site has a rever'sed sign of t to its left. while a b-
site has a reversed sign of t to its right The summation in (1) is over the (N/2) a-
sites, Iabelled^by i , whele N (N+o) iienotes the total number of lattice sitis. the
quantities z=ax ald tr=ay denote the nearest neighbor separations along the x and
y axes, respectively.

We should point out that the stable flux phases off the half filled band for
doping concenEation, c, will generally lead to a n x m flux superlattice where mn=q
and where (1 - c) I Z=plq, p and q being integers.T We erpect that th€ features-
associated with the Dirac cone in these eeneialized flux nhases will be closelv
analogous to the analytically simpler JZ x-t/Z situation coniidered here.

The Hamiltonian (1) is readily diagonalized to give the fermion spectnrm

e* (k) = t 2 tlsin? (kra) + cosz (kra) ltn - * En

where the wavevectors k lie in the first Brillouin zone of the doubled unit cell. This
spectrum has been obtained by Baskaran, Tosatti and Yu3 in a related boSon
problem where only states at the bottom of the lower band are of interest In the
present fermion problem, however, the lower, negative enerry, sub-band is
completely filled at T=0, while the upper. positive energy, sub-band is completely
empty. In terms of the creation and annihilation operator's, cr'u, c, and p*,, F,, for
the positive and negative energ'y states, respectively, the diagoiatiied +fimit{thian
ls

{2)
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The remarkable property of this fermion system is that its Fermi surface consists of
two points,.namely,.(0, (z/2a)) and-(0,-(r/2a)), where the first component refers to
k.. .Let us dfnote these points by k., where s=tr refers to the sign of k... In their
region, the band energies are, froni Eq. (2), €, . = r iv I k - k- l, whele v is the
characteristic velocity-v=(ztalh). Thus, in th6'iegion of the termi enerry.; thi
fermion; exhibit the dispersion relation of a massl=ess Dirac qone and a de-risiw of
statesp(!).=(a'zltft2vz ) lE lvanishinglinearly in E. In Fig. 1,we showthe t"otal
density of states function p(E) calculatedover the entire band-width W=tly'Z t .

4.O
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Fig. X.. Density of states of the flux phase.
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The chemical potential lies at the center of the band.
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The complex optical conductivity o(ol) = o,(ol) + i o,(<rl) is readily obtained from
the standard Kubo formula With Vd parallel layers pei unit lengthhlong the z-anis
we find

or(o)=(Ire2r2tAd'l cusz (&ro) 
{ 
r r,*u( *n) (- dnotdEk) 6 ( or)

* cps?( Ok') tonh( 9Er./2 )co-r6 ( zEk - ", l

or(or) = ( u212tAdlX -r2 (k"a, 
It sinl(sn)(- ank/dEk)o-t

- *r2 (oo) (o/EsJ (48;- r2)-t

In these expressions tan On = sin(k,a)/cos(k.a) and n"=U(e:rp(!E,)+1) is the Fermi-
Dirac function (We note thi,t the nrjmerical talue of ihe chemlcal potential is zero
and independent of temperafirre because of the symmeo:y of p(E) hbout E=0). The
first terms in or(<o) and or(o) are intrcbond contributionJ arising from fermi6n and
hole quasi-particles thernially excited in the region of the Fermi foints. The second
terms in Eqs. (rl) and (5) correspond to real and virtual interband transitions across
the pseudo gap separating the negative energy fermions from the positive energy
fermions.. In our subsequent calculations we shall introduce the followine
replacementsintheDrude-likeconFibutionstoo.(crl)andq-(o):6(o)'rl(l+aa
,'-\,-q''. anz l,( 1+ crra12), where 7 denotes a pleiromeno'b{icairetaxatiin time
which in general may depend on the fermion eneigy Eo. such i replacement would

(4)v/-
k

(s)

tanh(FEr*/2 ) 
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example, in. a simple Boltzmann transport equation treafment of the
excited quasi-particles,

small 9V g.o*parison to the band width 1V=4{Z t,, Eq.(tl) for o,(crl} may be
analytically to give

o,(co)= ( ,2 lhlrd)f(<o,T) + (e2;gdhltnnh(io l4hBT) (6)

function f is

f(o, f ) = - I:- @Etltt2h)(dnldE) r(E)/(1 + or2rz (E)) 0l

The Drude-tqrm il E+ (O) is similar to that of a classicat gas of cfiarged particles.
The secon4, interband, term in Eq. (6) has a most interestiig form: for-fio <.Uk.t it
is proportional to (ftrrllk*T), while for rlar>-{k"T it is a consta-nt. independent of 6oth
temperature and frequ6ncy. The frequencf dependence predictr-;d bv Eq. (6) is
sh-own in Fig. 2, where we have caliulatrid cr,(or) for the paramet-er dtrdiles
(ezlZdt)=2, (k"tlZ0=O.Og, and an energy indeperiiteirt r of mamitude r=1p;1ht1t1.
Both the Drutle and interband compondnts ar6 separately indicited. The ianel iii
Fig. 2 compares the hequency dipendences of o,(rrri calculated for ihe two
temperatures (krT/Zt) = 0.015 and (kBt/zt) = 0.03.

o2
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Fig. 2. o,(r,l) versus o. The Drude-like'and intertand components are indicated. The panel compares
the frequency dependences of o,(r,r) for the two different temperanrres indicated.

Finally, we derive a qualitative expression for the *Drude" relaxation time z for a
spec.ific model_scattering mechanism, namely, the scattering of the fermion quasi-
particles by a 2D acoustic-phonon field. We-assume that the site energies of ihe a
and b sites are modulated by the amounts

G,
3
a
f 0.t
3
o

ae/?td'2

TorALq(or) atr{frr2o
kBT/At. O.O3
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6p{iq. Rr}l q I uo(d* + d*o} {8}

where A, is the dilation and C is
4o= \h/?viNcrr";,,, i; ift" zero-point
rrbquency is"{rl.=5q , dn- and d- are
the'sound vetotify,'and FvI a nrleatt
estimate a scattering time, we find
time

a deformation..coupliqg constant. tn Eq. {g}motion contributed by the trhonon whose
.phonon creation.and destmction operators, s
lonic trnass. fo{aking use of the Fermi nrie to
an energy-dependent quasi-elastic nela.nation

(l/rn )-tnC o2h"Tp(En)l2Mis2) (9)

Provided that v>>s. this result is valid for qrbffrory low temDeratures. The reason
for.this is. $at the point Fermi surface limits tie largesd energy of a phonon
exchanged in the scattering to fi<rr, = llsZk - tlk"T(s/v) typically. -ln ah oldinary
sgta_!. fi<oo - lisZk., _where k"-is the fermi wavevectoi. eq.-('g) sh<iws that r"cr (r/k"i
Er). Thus,in view bf Eqs. (6)'and (?) this teads to a resistivity proportional fo T, evdn
ifi the limit T.0-

The theoretical results obtained in this paper bear an interesting resemblance to
the observeds normal state optical conduciivity of yBa.cu,o. 

" and"doped t a-cuo--.
In particular, our theoretical computation of o, (r) pr6seirtdil in Fig. 2 is st{t<inelv
similar to the normal state optical conductivit|-dedruced byTimusl et al.e and"bv
Orenstein et al.r0 from Kramels-Kronig transfoimation of reilectivitv measurement't
on YBa.cu,oro. Their data for o,(or)-can be described by a low-frequency Drude
absorption that tracks the temperature dependence of the d.c. conduitivitv (s . s.
1't; and a relatively sEuctureiess, tempeiature independent broad "midinfrirtd'
band. This suggests the intriguing possibility that thd normal state of the quasi-?D
electron system in, the copper oxide superconductors exhibits the cofrelated
behavior of a fh:x phase. We are currently exploring these ideas.

We aclarowledge useful discussions with J. VoiL
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